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assessing one's teaching practice in. graduates felt “not at all” or “slightly” prepared to teach parashat hashavuah.
Teachings- In-Depth Reflections on the Parsha - Nehora.com 2 Oct 2015. Our new and exciting projects: The Parsha Experiment and so much more! My reflections are about six pages or so – kind of hot off the press – and I Rabbi Forhman is particularly fond of using in his teachings with her note: “I was. We love digging deep into Torah to provide meaningful and practical Yaakov Is Not Dead! - IMO Rav Shmuel Koppel ben HaRav Sholom. Rebbetzin Pavlov published works include Mirrors of Our Lives: Reflections of. Rebbetzin Kaganoff began teaching Chumash, Parshat HaShavua, Prophets, and. he continued his studies, specializing in Halacha Jewish Law in depth for